
Annual report: 
“May be there is a road ahead of it, May be there is a new world down the road, Walking forth is the only 
plight, Because we didn’t come this far to come this far only “ 
A heart filled with aspirations is all that we knew since the very existence of the school and that’s what 
gave us the ambition of marching forward till excellence is achieved in all our endeavours. This report is 
comprised of the achievements made during the year gone by and at the same time set the path for 
greater accomplishments in the years to come. 
PARENTS ORIENTATION PROGRAMME: 
As a regular practice followed every year, this session began with the Orientation Programme for the 
parents of the students of classes Pre-KG to X. The programme made the parents aware of the scheme 
of education we impart here at our school. Query-resolving session by our director of Operations 
Mr.Abhinav Verma illuminated the path of positive parenting. 
INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENTS: 

1. The Rear block connecting the KG wing and class I was opened this year for parents to drop their 
children. 

2. Two wheeler parking area besides the security block was arranged for the parents to drop their children 
and for the staff to park their vehicles. 

3. A mini multipurpose hall was constructed to facilitate multi activities at a time. 
CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAM FOR TEACHERS: 
With the sole purpose of updating teachers’ knowledge, the school hosted a series of Teachers’ 
Workshops. It was an attempt which inclusively engulfed various significant aspects like Moral Values, 
Life Skills by CBSE, Meditation & Stress Management, English Language and Mathematics. Apart from 
this, our teachers are made a part of the training sessions and workshops happening at other schools. 
Our teachers attended various workshops like CHINTAN workshop, workshop on NURTURING EARLY 
CHILDHOOD and ADOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT, workshops on various ACADEMIC SUBJECTS. 
Attendee teachers further share the knowledge with other fellow teachers widening the sphere of 
wisdom. 
SCHOOL APP: Keeping ourselves up with the pace of the modern world, Complete Digitization of the 
school was undertaken which transformed the entire school chores channel through the Information 
Technology, bringing in more transparency and enhanced communication with parents and community. 
Having the school completely digitized has innumerous advantages to the parents, teachers and the 
school itself. Parents can keep a real-time track of the status of their child for Daily Attendance, Fee 
status, Periodic Results, School Circulars and News, etc. through the SCHOOL APP on Android. 

 



COMPETITIONS: 
To take part is what counts in competition and lessons of victory and defeat are what we get in return. 
This environment was sufficiently created through inter-school, inter-house and inter-class competitions 
such as debates, Vad-Vivaad Pratiyogita, Shlok Competition, Quiz, Rangoli, Declamation, Creative- 
Writing, Spelling-Bee, Rhyme and Rhythm, Drawing and Power-Point competitions. Our students took 
part in various inter-school and zonal level Competitions and brought laudable laurels to the school. 
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS: 
“Develop a passion for learning. If you do, you will never cease to grow.” – SHIPRA VERMA 
Our current class IX students are getting ready to face the board exams with many changes in exam 
pattern. 
QUIZ CONTESTS 
To cope up with this competitive society,it is necessary for our students to get updated with current 
affairs,Plenty of Quiz contests were conducted to develop their general knowledge and intellectuality. 
EXPO 2020 
To outlet the steam of caliber of our students in the field of science, IT, Art and Social 
Science,Languages,a multi disciplinary project Expo was conducted for two days open to public. 
RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS 
We at GIS always celebrate religious festivals with divine ,message and entertainment- 
Ganesh Chathurthi , Bakrid ,Christmas, Krishna Jayanti , Navratri , Deepawali ,Pongal , Raksha bandhan 
etc. 
NATIONAL DAY CELEBRATIONS 
The school celebrates all the National festivals like Independence Day, Republic Day, Teachers day and 
Children’s Day with great respect and devotion to the country and to the country men. 
 DENTAL AND EYE CHECK UP CAMPS 
The GIS organized Dental Camp and Eye Camp for all the students and the Doctors advised the students 
to keep clean their teeth and eat balanced diet to keep the eyes in right condition. The Medical camp 
was conducted in the month of July 2020. 
WEEK THEME ACTIVITIES: 
In addition to our daily routines, we do activities related to a theme set up for the week – Air,water,solar 
system ,five elements of earth , vegetables , spinach , dairy products , reptiles , states and capitals , 
transport ,safety , National leaders , National Monuments etc. 
COLOUR CONCEPT DAY: 
The GIS kindergarten students celebrated their Colour Concept 
All the children from the KG department,and their teachers, were dressed colourfully to celebrate this 
occasion. The classrooms too were decorated with different colours to welcome our children. Our tiny tots 
looked beautiful with their coloured attires. The day began with a short prayer and continued with various 
activities like singing rhymes and jingles on colours, colour identification game etc. They were taught to 
make balls with coloured papers. All the children enjoyed this special day and went home with smiles on 
their face. The 
motive of celebrating Colour Concept day is to create awareness in children on different colours. Through 
these activities children develop psychomotor and cognitive skills. 
FAMILY DAY 
On Feb. 14th we had our family day celebration in our KG Wing. Our kids used it as a platform to exhibit 
their multi talents. It was a challenging program for the LKG kids to read the sentences accompanied by 
pictures and sight words. Our UKG kids read the passage with phonic sounds. They rocked the show. 
KINDERGARTEN GRADUATION DAY 
Graduation Day was celebrated on 11 November 2020 with the ‘Sow and Grow’ by Welcoming the Chief 
Guest Mr. Vinod Kumar Singh ,the famous writer .Our School Principal addressed the gathering and 
highlighted the vision of the school and role of parents and teachers in pupils learning process. Parent 
representatives expressed their gratitude towards the school and the teachers in instilling humility and 
self esteem in their children in their varied spectrum of activities and the cultural fest followed hereafter. 
MOON LIGHT DINNER 
Whatever you do, do with determination. You have one life to live, do your work with passion and give the 
best, whether you want to be a Chef, Engineer, Actor or an Entrepreneur. This is the best process in GIS 
to make the new students mingle with existing students and their parents,and have a great fun, food and 
entertainment. 



SPORTS HEAT: 
Our sports day was celebrated in a grand manner with a young chief guest Mr. Mohammad Hasan 
defending champion awarding all our sports champions. 

INTRODUCTION OF HOUSE ACTIVITIES 
“Do activities as you’re passionate about, which makes your heart and soul feel perky.” In order to groom  
and bring out inner talent we conduct various in house competitions for students like working out, cooking 
without fire,painting on different things, writing, yoga, swimming and reading. 
ANNUAL DAY 
Our 10th Annual day was successfully celebrated with colorful events.Our chief guest Mr. Ritesh Pandey 
felicitated the gathering by his wonderful speech. Towards the end, we thank the supportive management 
whose continuous support to our ideology of education has enabled the school to come this far. Teachers 
and the entire staff members also deserve applause for their tireless efforts in implementing the route 
map of imparting quality education here. We also extend my heartfelt thanks to the parents of our 
students who have shown unflinching faith in us by giving us the profound opportunity to transform their 
children into truly useful citizens of the future world. With that, let us foresee a world of universal 
singularity where our children are going to be the propellant of this change and the world shall be a 
beautiful place to live in..!!! 
INNOVATIVE OF SCHOOL 
Innovation skills refer to the talent of exploiting new ideas for the purpose of gaining 
social or economic value. Innovation skills are usually a combination of one’s ability to 
think creatively, problem-solving ability, as well as functional and/or technical abilities. 
Fairly speaking, innovation skills are basically one’s ability to apply a blend of 
knowledge, skills and attributes in a specific context. 

An employee with innovation skills is usually distinguished due to his visionary thinking 
in the face of challenges, and his ability to shape his or someone else’s ideas with 
commitment and in a self-acting way. 

 



DECISION 

1. Subject; - Regarding concession of fee due to COVID-19. 

All benign and presiding members of school management committee are humbly 
invited to attend the meeting organized by school management due to COVID-19 
pandemic to discuss the above subject. 

Meeting Date- 25 April 2020. 

Meeting Time- 09:00AM to 12:00 NOON 

Venue - Dr. A.K. Public school campus 

Principal 
 

 
2. Subject; - Fruit distribution under "SEVADAN PROGRAM". 

All benign and presiding members of school management have decided to 
conduct fruit distribution under "SEVADAN PROGRAM" initiated by CBSE New 
Delhi in district hospital Akbarpur Ambedkar Nagar (U. P.) to serve the patients of 
"AYUSH MAN BHARAT" scheme. 

 

Principal 
 

 
3. Subject; - Precautionary steps implemented for reducing impact of Noble 

Corona disease. 

All benign and presiding members of school management have decided to tackle 
with COVID-19 Corona virus by adopting guidelines circulated by health welfare 
ministry of India conducted on 06/03/2020 by distributing the face mask and sanitizer 
individually among students. 

 

Principal 



4. Subject; - Regarding Decision made by management committee on fee 
concession. 

All benign and presiding members of school management committee are humbly 
invited to attend the meeting organized by school management committee for the 
decision to be taken regarding fees concession. 

Meeting Date- 25 April 2020. 

Meeting Time- 02:00PM to 03:00PM 

Venue - Dr. A.K. Public school campus 

Principal 
 
 
 
 

5. Subject; - Regarding Decision made by School management committee. 
1- School management committee has decided to reduce the school fees from 30% 

to 50% due to COVID-19 for the session 2020-21. 
2- School management committee has also decided to import the quality education 

of poor students free of cost throughout whole session by providing books and 
copies. 

Principal 

 
6. 13 Member’s membership has been extended for next 3 consecutive. 

Environment and Plantation: Trees trap carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and 
use the carbohydrates in it for growth. In return, they exhale oxygen which is of utmost importance 
for a clean environment Tree plantation can also help us in dealing with ozone layer depletion 

 
 



SEWA DAAN PROGRAM: 
 

 
 

MISSION NARI SHAKTI PROGRAM : 
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